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I. INTROD UCTIO N

The Aculeata are a subgroup of the insect order Hymenoptera. Abou t 60,000
species arc known (Brown et aL 1983), comprising the bees, ants , and most of the
insects recognized as " wasps." The subgroup name derives from an evolutionary
modification of the oviposito r into a venom-injecting device, the stinger. This
structure is secondarily lost in some species. Two characteristics o f the Aculcata
cause the group to be of special interest : (1) Sex-determination is of the haplodiploid type, so that diploid females arise from fertilized eggs and haploid males
from unfertilized eggs (arrhenotoky} ; and (2) species within this group show great
variation in social organization such that the full array of insect sociality is manifest in the Aculcata.!
This chapter examines the interplay of these two featu res in the context of
sperm competition. 1 review the applicable literature, but it will quickly be seen
that data on sperm competition itself are sparse and usually inexact. Hence, the
chapter's principal value will be in identification of problems, formu lation of
hypotheses, and suggestions for needed research.

II. HYMENOPTERAN REPRODUCTIV E BIOLOGY

A. Reproductive Anatomy
In the Hymenoptera, the spermatheca and its ductwork function to det ermine
sex by regulating release of sperm to eggs. With the exception of this and modification of the ovipositor into a stinger, aculeate reproductive anatomy can be
characterized, without o ffense to specialists, as a generalized pterygo te system. It
receives little special atte ntion in reviews of insect reproduction (e.g., Engelmann
1970, Scudd er 1971, Leopold 19 76, Schaller 1979). Pouvreau' s (1963) characterization of the intromitte nt organ of male Bombu s hypnorom as powerful and
complex suits the Aculeata generally, but the male genitalia rarely show any strong
departu re from antecedents or closely related orders in the way that those of
Odonata or spiders do (Scudder 1971). A well-studie d exception is found in the
honey bee Apis mellifera (Bishop 1920. Laidlaw 1944, Fyg 1952) in which tbe
complex intr omittent organ is everted int o the vagina through internal pressure and
1Appendi x A provides a synt hetic summary of insect social cLassificat ion to acqua int
those unfamiliar with the subject with the variatio n in social organization among the Aculeata
and some term s associated with it.
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cannot be recovered. Consequently, males mate only once. A similar situation is
known from stingless bees (Michener 1974).

B. Sperm Structure
Structure of spermatozoa has been described for only two species, Apis mellifera
(Rothschild 1955, Hoage and Kessel 1968, Cruz Htlfling et al. 1970) and the fire
ant Solenopsis saevissima (Thompson and Blum 1967). Each of these has its peculiarities, but neithe r differs substantially from the " representative insect spermatozoan" of Breland et al. (1968) or Baccettt's (1972, 1979) " typical ptcrygote
sperm." Such sparse data permit only tentative conclusions. Significantly, sperm
of other social aculeate species examined in the course of sperm-counting studies
(Table I) have prompted no special comment on structure. For this reason, it seems
unlikely that any of these is strikingly unique in the manner of gigantic, multiflagellated sperm of the termite Mastotermes darwiniensis (Baccetti and Dallai
1977; see Sivinski, this volume, for other examples and a review of factors in the
evolution of sperm form).

C. Sexual Dimorphism
While the comparative study of caste polymorphism in social insects has led
to such large treatments as those of Schmidt (1974) and Oster and Wilson (1978),
I find no analysis of sexual dimorphism in the Aculeata. There is certainly a great
deal of variation among species. While Richards ( 1978), in his descriptions of New
World polistine wasps, repeatedly describes the male as " very like the female,"
such a phrase is unlikely to be found in any treatment of ants. Indeed, sexual
dimorphism is so extreme in army ants that for a great many years the males were
not even recognized as ants (Schneirla 1971). This subject seems worth investigating, especially the relationship between sexual dimorphism and social features.
I confine myself here to making six limited statements about secondary sexual
characteristics in aculeates.
I. Males have no t developed bizarre sexual ornaments or weapo nry, such as are
fou nd amon g butterflies (Darwin 1814). beet les (Eberhard 19 80 ), or a great many
vertebrates. Striking sexual dimorphism is not characteristic of most solita ry species
(exceptions in t he Tiphii dae ; Given 1954 ). Males of many sphecid wasps and mcgachilid
bees have the forelegs expanded into a disk for grasping the female ( Richards 192 1),
and smaller leg struc tures of similar presumed fun cti on are known in various families.
2. Males lack the stinger an d tend to have longer an tennae. In some few species,
such as the wasps Monobta auedndens {Rau 1934 ) and Bustenogaster luzonensis
(u npubl data), males can make effective defen sive use of sharp st ructu res o n the intromittent organ, though th e effect is pu rely physical and venom injection is unknown.
Hypo thetical functions of differences in male and female antennae have not been
demonstra ted.
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Hypo thetical functi ons of differences in male and female ant ennae have not been
demonstrate d.
3. Males lack derived struc tures for nesting and provisionin g. Specialized pollencollec ting structures are absent in all male bees, and in many male wasps the man dibles
are smaller and sim pler (u npubl. data) in a way that presumab ly makes them less suita ble
fo r manipulati ng prey and nestin g materials.
4. The sexes can rarely be d istinguish ed on the basis o f gross co lor pattern in advanced e usocial species, but thi s can oft en be don e with solitary a nd primitively eusocial
wasps and bees (Stan 19 81). Most prominent is th e tendency for males to have strik ingly
lighter yellow or si lvcrish faces. I often fmd thi s an easy way to sex live individuals in
t he Field, and presumably it serves to identify sex amon g the anim als th emselves.. It
seems likely that face color dimorp hism is involved in epigamic (intersexual) selection.
The initial mati ng posi tion in aculeate s has t he male above, wit h his venter to her dorsum, par tners facing t he same directio n (Barrows 19 76 ; J. Alcock, pers, comm.), and in
this positio n th e fema le should be able to see the male's face and little else of him. Thi s
is Lamb's (922) " male ventral position ," con sidere d generalized in insec ts. Position
changes are com mon after copulation has begu n O. Alco ck., per s. comm. ).
5. Males wit h wings reduced or absent arc not common, though they are known fro m
some an ts (Wheeler 1910, Donisthorpe 191 5). flightless qu een s are common in an ts
(Wheeler 1910, Donisthorpe 19 15. Kusnezov 1962). AlI mutillids and man y tiphiids
have wingle ss fem ales (Riek 1970).
6. The general rule th at femal es are larger than males is well esta blished in solitary
species, and in mass-provisioning solitary species an egg ca n u sually be sexe d by t he size
of it s mass food provision (this led Fab re (1886: Chapte r 3 ) to undertake e xperiments
that ru st show ed a female "knows" the sex of the egg she lays). For cusocial species
the pattern is mueh less clear, th ou gh femal es app ear usually t o be larger. A chec k of 31
speci es o f New World polistine wasps (primitively eusocial) fro m nin e genera in Richards'
(978) revision gave a range in male/ male wing length ratios of 0.89 to 1.32. wit h the
fema le ju st slightly larger in most spec ies. Overall bo dy form is very similar in polis tin es,
so wing length is a good size dim ension. Differences are some what more marked in 22
species o f vespine wasps (advance d e usoc ial) from three genera ( have examin ed , with
queen/ male wing length rati os betwee n 1.05 and 1.40. These figures fail to indi cate the
queen' s greater overall robustness in vespines,

D. Mating Systems
J. Solitary S pecies

The study of mating in solitary aculeates has recently yielded a rich harvest of
observation and theory (Alcock et al. 1978; Alcock 1979, 1980 ; Eickwort and
Ginsberg 1980). Because intrasexual compet ition will usually have greater consequences for males, the focus has tended to be on male mate-procurement strategies
. and their relationship to the distribution of food sources, nesting sites, and potential mates, in the approach of Emlen and Dring ( 1977). This has most especially
produced testable predictions of the presence or absence of particular territo rial
and searching strategies. It has not given rise to description of a general aculeate
strategy, though, and is unlikely to do so. The facto rs and options arc very diverse,
which is just what makes the subject so inte resting. This is not to say, though,
that all options within a classification of male insect strategies [e.g., Borgia 1979)
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are expected to have significant currency. A consideration of basic bionomics
indicates two constraints:
I. A female must hu nt for brood-food and, in most species. prepare a nest. As a
result, she requires unrestrained freedom of movement and should resist any male
strategy based on seques tration. Sequestration would also wor k against his inter ests.
It is not rare for a male to seek and mate an emerging female prior to th e nesting cycle.
In some cases a male may even physically assist a po tential mat e in eme rging (Alcock
et al. 1918). If she is to co llect the resources necessary to rear the ir offspring, though.
he must subsequently release her to possible contact with ot her males. Some males
minim ize this exposure for a time by flying in tandem with their mates (see PlateauxOucnu 1971 :166). This must exact a cost in nesting efficiency, and in no species does
t his habit extend t hro ughout the nestin g cycle.
2. Males are not equipped physically or behaviorally for foraging or brood-care.
This is most d early shown where nest-provisioning is co ncerned. as male wasps lack
a sti nger and rob ust man dibles with which to subd ue prey and male bees lack pollencollecting stru ctu res. Consequently. aculeate males cannot provide a substantial proteinaceous food offering. as in some Mecoptera (sec Thorn hill. th is volume). The th ynnine tiphiids are exceptional in t hat the males ofte n gat her food for t heir flightless
mates (Given 1954, Ridsdill Smith 19 70, Alcock 198 1). Hymenopteran males also have
no opport unit y to share or take over brood care, as in belostomatin e water bugs (Smit h
1976 3, b).

Low (1978) provides the useful equation:
reproductive effort (RE)

=

mating effort (ME) + parental effort (PE).

The aforementioned constraints are sufficient to show why there is virtually no
male PE in solitary aculeates, as in most other insect taxa (see Smith 1980). On
the one hand, males are ill equipped for PE (constraint 2). On the ot her hand,
as emphasized by Thornhill (19 79), Werren et al: (1980), and Gwynne (thi s volume). male PE is not expected where there is low paternity assurance (PA). The
general ineffectiveness or high cost of efforts to isolate a female from other males
(constraint 1) must be an effective barrier to PA where females remain receptive.
In some few cases these constraints have been sidestepped. Males of the sphecid
wasps Oxybelus sublatu s (Peckham et al: 1978) and Trypox ylon (Trypargilum )
politum (Cross et al: 1975, Brockmann 1980) show strong nest-constancy. They
effectively repel not only rival conspecific males but also nest parasites, and they
attempt copulation each time the female returns to the nest with prey. Observations by Peckham and Peckham (190 5:181) on two other species of Trypargilum
indfcate that this behavior may extend throughout the subgenus. Masuda's (1939)
observations on Pison strandi suggest a similar habit. In T. politum, there is some
indication that males make a modest contribution to nest-building and provisioning
cells (Brockmann 1980), but the value of this contribution cannot be very great.
From the male's point of view, the key to this strategy must be effective insemination of the female just before each egg is laid. Logically, increased PA leads to
increased return from investment in any of the female's offspring (PE), while the
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nest-constancy necessary for such high PA at the same time facilitates PE. The
inte rconne ctedness of the two factors suggests that this particular dep arture from
reproductive business-as-usual is close to a one-step process and little constrained
by phylogenetic inertia.

2. Ants and Advanced EusociaJ Bees
Matin g in social wasps (Evans and West-Eberhard 1970, Guiglia 1972, Edwards
1980) and bumble bees (Pouvreau 1963, Alford 1975, Lloyd 1981) appears not to
differ strikingly from that of solitary species. In the ants and the most highly social
bees (stingless bees and hon ey bees), th ough, as well as the termites, mating is quite
different. Pairing takes place by way of a limit ed nu mb er of mass swarms, ofte n
involving the new sexual individuals from many colonies over an exte nded area.
Pairs may be fa nn ed in the air and either mate on the wing (e.g. , Apis mellifera;
A lta sexdens, Autuori 1949) or alight togeth er and mate on the ground (most ants,
Donisthorpe 19 15). Termites usually land again before pairing (Nutting 1969).
In some few nonp arasitic ant species (e.g., Monomorium pharaonis, Peacock and
Baxter 1950 , Peacock et al 1950), flights are omitted, and matin g takes place
in the nest. The significance of mating flights for the great majority of species is
indicated, th ough, by the fact that while wingless females and males are known
from ants, in no species are both sexes wingless (Wheeler 1910, Donisth orpc 1915).
In th e extreme, mating swarms are formed just once a year. Especially in this case,
they are key events in colony life, with the exit of sexuals from the nest closely
controlled by the workers (Donisthorpe 191 5, Kusnezov 1962). Matin g options of
males are consequently severely time-limited, and as a rule males die shor tly afte r
the mating flights, whether they succeed in copulation or not (Kusnezov 1962).
In addition to reducing the chance that a qu een will fail to mate , synchrony of
mating swarms should increase queen survivorship by swamping potential predators.
In spite of th e fact that ant s are weak fliers and queens lose their wings soon after
mating, the phy sical dimension of their flight s can be impressive. While males
of some species (e.g., Mycacepurns goeldii, Kerr 1961 ) are not kno wn to fly far
from the nest or to pair high in the air, Solenopsts saevissima males may be airborne for hours at alt itudes of 90-150 m (Markin et al. 1971). Matin g flights of
hon ey bees, which fly well, are similarly rigorou s. They may fly more th an a
kilometer to the mating site, and qu eens may fly swiftly for some dista nce high in
the air, pursued by a large group o f males. Levenets (1954) record s a radius of 3
km for male mate-search. Drone honey bees are strong fliers, capable of carrying
th e qu een along in flight, and th ey struggle aggressively with each other in the air
(Gary 1963). As previously mentioned, a drone is incapable of multiply matin g,
so th ere is no time-budget choice betwee n guarding and new mat e acquisition strategies. In this situation , it makes sense for him to leave his genitalia obstructively
att ached to the female, and th is is one expl anation for the " mating sign."
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Mating in Apis mellifera requires that the queen submit coo peratively by opening her sting chamber (Gary 1963). Her mate-choice criteria are unknown , but
t he strenu ousness o f the mating night contains an element of "Whoever can catch
me can have me" or what we might call the " Dark Dolo res strategy" ( Runyon
1929), in which th e female sets a vigorous course criterio n and makes no distinction among flnlshers. Th ese physical tests led Snell (1932) to the hypothesis that
aculeate mat ing flights are a eugenic system that d iscrimin ates against weak hemizygous males, whose weak genes are always pheno ty pically exposed due to th eir
hap loidy. It is interesting to note that Co hen (1969 , 19 75), in trying to accou nt
for the typically very large ratio of spe nn/egg numb ers in animals , hypothesizes
an analogous obstacle-course function for the fem ale genital tr act.

E. Sexual Co nflict
Males in the Acule ata are often maligned in science and fabl e 35 drones, characterized as "greedy , cowardly, and stupid" (Sch mitt 19 20). In fact , they are pro bab ly no more self-serving and shiftless than membe rs o f their gende r in other tax a,
but femal e acu leat es tend to have such clearly defined and appa rently purposeful
activities that males suffer by comparison. Males do behave quite d ifferently, and
since the classic pa per o f Trivets and Willard (1 973 ), it is a cent ral te net of sociobiology that membe rs o f a breeding pair h ave only a par tial co mmuni t y of reprod uctive interests and tha t t he reprod uctive behavior of each is shaped by conflict.
This is hinted at above, in the discussion o f male RE. How does sexual conflict
(parker 19 79) affect th e num ber o f matin gs a female und ertakes and th erefore
the degree o f sperm co mpetitio n?
Selection on males is expected to favor those that maximally inseminate, while
for females com plete insemination (i e., obt aining a full spermatheca) shoul d rarely
be a problem. In th e primitive sta te, a virgin male aculeat e starts with enough spe rm
to completely inseminate more than one female (Garofalo 19 80 ), and the ty pical
male presumably lives lo ng enough to rep lenish his semen stores a number o f times,
if spermatoge nesis co ntinues. In the ex t reme he may never need t o relinquish a
mating for lack o f sperm and may generally disregard the cost o f semen (but see
Dewsbury 1982).
A co mpletely inseminat ed fema le has very different interests. Alcoek et aL
( 1978) evaluated possible benefit s a female might derive from additional matin gs
and co ncluded that in solitary aculeat es th ere is no o bvious advantage (see also
Parker, this volume; Knowlton and Greenwell, thi s volume ; bu t see discussio n o f
this questio n for advanced eusocial species below). On the o ther hand , there are
at least two serio us disadvantages to multiple mating. These are amon g Daly's
( 1978) six cost s o f mating (som e similar points were mad e by Richar ds 19 27).
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1. Courting and mating pairs have increased vulnerability to predatio n. This must be
almost universal among animals, due to the ncar impossibility of reaching only conspecifics with sexual advertiseme nt. An example of the risks due to courtship is found in
digger wasps : Territo ry-holding males (species) suffe r greater predation from beewo lves,
Philanthus (Gwynne and O'Neill 1980). Mating increases the vulnerability of the pair
because of reduced mob ility. and the stinger is unavailable for defen se during copulation.
2. Persistent courtship by males may directly lo wer female fitne ss. Females of solitary species are most subjec t to harassment while searching for nest sites. or while
collecting nest materials and bro od food. These are exactly the times when freedom o f
movement is most valuable. Loss of a host spider by a pompiJid female. for example,
represents forfeiture of the one offspring that woul d have used that host for its entire
develop ment.

Mated females of some species successfully resist pursuant males with minimal
time expenditure. Where this occurs, male net reward from persistence may be
so low that selection has favored alternative strategies (Alcock et al: 1978). Walker
(1980) finds a low probability of sperm displacement in species where females
typically mate only once and suggests tha t it is in this way she discou rages sub·
sequent males.
In some cases harassment by males may be so intense or the female's ability to
resist so low that her best tactic is to submit and get it over with. This is the cause
adduced by Alcock et al. (19 77) for the te ndency of females of the bee Anthid ium
macu losum to mate repeatedly. Anthidium is on e of few genera with males larger
t han females. Females o f other species apparently employ this tactic as well (e.g.,
Alcock et at. 1978). In the "arms race" analogy of sexual conflict over mating,
A. maculosum males appear to be winning the race. In most eusocial species, on the
other hand, females have a distinct advantage in the anns race, as reproductive
females (queens) remain on or in the nest, rem oved from activities leading to sexual
harassment. Even where queens fou nd the colo ny alone and must undertake all
cons tructio n and brood-care until the first wo rkers emerge, there are sometimes
ways to minimize harassment.
In very seasonal habitats the mating and nesting seasons may be separated.
All temperate social wasps (Evans and West-Eberhard 1970) and bumble bees
(Heinrich 19 79) overwinte r as adults. In all but one of these (Polistes annularis;
Brimley 1908, Hermann et al. 1974), matin g takes place in the fall, while nesting
is in the spring. In tropical wasps this factor is probably very rare.
In the great majo rity of nonparasitic ant species, colon y-founding is by a single
queen, wurking alone . Among these, most practice claustral founding (Le.• the
queen sequesters herself and rears the first worker cohort from breakdown products
of her wing muscles; Wheeler 1910). In the primitive groups, qu eens forage
feed first brood, but usually leave the nest only at night and thu s are unlik ely
to be exposed to males. In any event, universal flightlessness (i e. , loss of wings)
by ant queens after nest-initiation eliminates airborne encounters with males.
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III. SPERM COMPETITION IN T HE ACULEATA
Having reviewed the factors that affect multiple mating in the Aculeata, I now
turn to the question of its actual incidence. This is facilitated by a recent review
(Page and Metcalf 1982). Table I supplements that of Page and Metcalf. The exttreme unevenness of the data must be emphasized. They were obtained with
methods of varying reliability and , more importantly, comprise measurements
taken at different stages in the mating process: copulation , insemination, and
fertilization. As noted by Page and Metcalf (1982), observation (0) may show
tha t a female mates many times, but the belief that she is there fore multiply
inseminated may be incorrect. At the opposite end, isozyme (A) and genetic
marker (V) data are not direct measures of sperm competition , if it occurs, but
rather measures of its outcome; where one male's sperm, by whatever mechanism,
preempts all others, there will be no indication that competition has occurred.
In addition, while observation and dissection (D) can be used to test the hypothesis
of single copulation or insemination, th ey are less effective against the opposite
hypothesis. As an example, Alcock's ( 1981) observations on Australian thynnine
wasps indicate that in at least two species, females sometimes mate more than
once. My interpretation of Alcock's results is that females are usually unreceptive
after mating and behave such that subsequent matings are unlikely. This is necessarily not clearly shown, th ough. Because of this contradiction , I have not included
these results in Table I, though Ridsdill Smith's (1970) data on a different thynnine
are included.
Inferences of female unreceptivity (some are included in Table 1) represent a
special difficulty . At least in solitary species, females appear to have nothing to
gain from multiple mating and assume a co st in sexual harassment. Female resistance is expected where it usually succeeds. Otherwise, a submissive tactic would
be expected. However, successful resistance is not necessarily even similar to
monogamy. To a female, the difference between five and 100 matings, for example, is likely to be very large while th e difference between one and five matings
may be insignificant , but in terms of sperm competition (including offspring
relatedness; see discussion below) the difference between one and five matings
is much greater.
In spite of these limitations, the data are extensive, cover diverse taxa, and
dem onstrate that both sperm competitio n and its absence are wen represented

in aculeates. Field biologists generally conclude that in most species, females mate
only once. Alford (1975) has said this of bumble bees and Eickwort and Ginsberg
( 1980) of bees in general, and the tentative conclusion of Alcock et al. (1978)
from the rarity of observed copulations in bees and wasps and the frequency of
observed refusals is that in most species a once-mated female repulses all subsequent suitors.
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The re are no apparent phylogenetic or sociobehavioral trends in the number of
times females mate. Perhaps this is not just an artifact of the unsystematic nature
of the data, and further studies should not be expected to reveal any bold trends.
When sperm do compete. what is the o utcome of the contests? On this question
our ignorance is nearly complete. Prout and Bundgaard (1977) cite data on sperm
displacement from a variety of insect taxa, but these did not include Hymenoptera.
There is no a priori reason to expec t that aculeates will deviate from the general
rule that th e last male to inseminate a female achieves the best fertilization (parker
19 70, this volume) , but there is only modest evidence that this is in fact the case:
1. Martinho's (1979) artificial m ultiple-insemination results are consistent with a
last-come rust-serve arrangement of sperm in the sperma thcc a, lt should be noted,
though, that the competitive effects of this will be blun ted by th e fact that a longlived. and fertile qu een can usc up the ejacu late of several males (see below).
2. The multiple-mating scheme in Try paxylon politum is likewise consistent with
most fertilization attri butab le to the most recent ejaculat e (Brockmann 1980).

Walker (1980) indicates a correlation between spheroid spermathecae and
single insemination or precedence of first ejaculates, and elongate spennathecae
are purp orted to favor the last ejaculate. The Aculeata usually have spheroid
spermathecae, predicting first..jaculate precedence. The generality of Walker's
rule is far from established (see Gwynne, this volume; Thomas and Zeh, this volume). Nothing now known suggests unique patterns of sperm competition in the
Aculeata. If extraordinary patterns do in fact exist, their origin should not be
sought in the struc ture of the sperrnatheca or the male genitalia or the behavior of
either sex, but rather in male haploidy.
Parker' s (1970) statement that there is "every reason to expect that selection
acts on individual sperm" within th e same ejaculate is central to the subject matte r
of this volume and to sociobiology (t.e., the biology of contlicts of interes t).
Where gametes, like organisms, are not genetically identical, they have a degree of
disunity of interests. And where one type achieves greate r success, the underlying
advantageous mechanism will be selected (see Sivinski, this volume, for discussion
of sperm evolut ion) . In the Hymenoptera, though, unlike the vast majority of
taxa, sperm from a single male are identical and therefore have a complete identity
of interests. By close analogy with whole organisms, all bases for parent-offspring
conflict (i. e., between a male and his sperm) and for resistance to parental manipulat ion are abolished. Where it serves the interests of the male (ie., the ejaculate
as a whole), selection for sperm altruism may occur. Some manifestations of this
might include:
1. An ejaculate ado pting a unitary form (see Sivinski, this volum e). This would be
advantageous when it occupies the du ct posit ion or can compete to do so, in which
case the unanimous ejac ulate should atte mpt to obtain and keep exclu sive access to
the du ct and to seal its bo rder against alien sperm.
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2. Suicidal interference wit h other ejaculates. If n ejaculates occupy a spcrmatheca,
a sperm migh t be selected to self-destruct if it can destroy more than n foreign sperm
with no harm to its fellows.

Each of these requires ejaculate-mate recognition. One result of recent research

in insect social discrimination is that genetically based chemical (odor) differences
are much more important than had been previously th ought. Hblldobler and
Michener (1980) and Holmes and Sherman (1983) have reviewed these findings and
discussed their adaptive significance for social organisms. Conceivably, analogo us
biochemical discrimination among spermatozoa might occur, especially where these

are genetically identical.
These tactic s can be rendered more effective by sperm specialization . Where

this is well advanced we should flnd distinct physical types within an ejaculate.
Lee and Wilkes (1965) report at least five such physical types from the parasitic
wasp Dahlbom inus fuscipennis, and Sivinski (1980) suggests " a complex cornpetitive environment" in the vagi na and spermatheca. Haplo idy provides the ideal condilion for evolution of specialized self-sacrificial individuals. Significantly, Lee and
Wilkes (1965) observed that three of the five sperm types in Dahlbominus
rarely reach the spermatheca. Dahlbominus females multiply mate (Wilkes
(1966).
A peculiar analog to sperm altruism happens in a place where it is very difficu lt
o t exp lain, in the process o f aggregation and formation of the spore-capsule in the
cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum. The majority of th e aggregating

diploid cells go to form reproducing spores, but about 15% sacrifice their reproductive potential by forming the stalk of the capsule (Loomis 1975). Unless cells
making up the spore capsule are almost always a clone, such altruism is a problem

to explain, while anything similar within a hymenopteran ejacolate would very
easily explained.
The existence of such effects is an unexplored possibility. It must be acknowledged that present evidence is against the widespread existence of sperm polymorphisms. They are not found in the honey bee (Rothschild 1955) or imported
fire ant (Thompson and Blum 1967). And as with the existence of remarkable
monomorphic sperm, it seems that it would have caught the att ention of the
several researchers who have looked at spermatozoa in many species for the purpose
of counting them. The other effects mentioned are unlikely to be seen by anyone
not specifically looking for them , so that it tells us n o thing that they have not

been reported. While haploid effects, of which these are examples, are common in
plants, they are rare or unknown in animals (Beatty 1975; Sivinski, this volume).
If they do in fact exist in animals, multiple-mating Hymenoptera would be a good
place to look for them.
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IV. SOCI AL CONSEQUENCES OF SP ERM COMPETI TI ON

A. Sperm Requirements of Queens
Social life, especially advan ced eusociality, introduces qualitatively new effects
of sperm com petition. Because she produces workers, a queen Jays more eggs and

utilizes more sperm than a solitary female. Especially in advanced eusocial species,
th e increase is likely to be in orders of magnitude. Engelmann ( 1970) cites some
examples. A European yellowjacket, Vespula vulgaris. queen may lay 22,000 eggs
(most of them fertilized) in her one year lifetime. A honey bee queen, Apis mellifera, can lay 120,000 eggs/year (I ,ooo-2,ooo/da y at peaks) in the temperate zone,
200.000 in the subtropics or tropics. Ant queen s are o ften even more prolific. As
part of the cyclical colony economy. army ant eggs are produced in discrete broods.
The neotrop ical Eciton burchelli quee n lays about 120,000 eggs in a 36-day brood
cycle, the African Anomma wilverthi about 3-4 million in a 25·day cycle. This
amounts to 1.2 million and 44-58 million /year, respectively. Predictably, thi s requires some specialization of the reproductive system. Social insect queens o ften
have many mo re ovarioles than solitary females and may have greatly distended
abdomens, and/or individual ovarioles may operate more efficiently [Iwata 1964,
Iwat a and Sakagarni 1966). Virtu ally aU solitary and primitively eusocial aculeates
have three o r four ovarioles/ovary, vespines have six or seven, Apis m ellifera queens
have 75-175 , and ant s show a great range from very few to more th an 1,000 (in
Eciton burchellis (Iwata 1955 , 1960, 1964, [ 96 5; Iwata and Sakagami 1966 ;
Kugler et al. 1976) .
There are two fundamental ways the sperm requirements of such queens may be
satisfied. First, they may mate repeatedly as sperm supply is exhausted; second,
they may take on a very large sperm supply at the beginning o f their reproductive
lives. The first option is characteristic of the termites. Reaumur ( 1722: 345) may
have had the original insight that some social Hymenoptera employ the second .
He doubted that males were a necessary co ntinuing feature of the colo ny in two
European yeUowjackets, but believed th at the fall matin g pro vided sperm sufficient
for all of th e next year's egg production . With few exceptions, aculeate queen s
mate only within a span of one o r very few days. There are no proven exceptions
to this rule. but it would not be surprising if in some ants the queen 's lifetime
sperm dema nds simply exceed her storage capacity . Rettenmeyer (1963) has
suggested that Eciton burchel/i queens mate as often as every year, and Raignier
and Van Boven (1955) suggest that it is even more frequent in Anomma wilverthi;
In addition, if the con siderable hazards of the mating flight are an obstacle to
selection for repeated mating, we might look for a change of habit where this
obstacle is weakened or removed. as in Monomorius pharaonis (the ant cited above
which has no mating flights and mates in the nest). BUchner (1881) advanced the
imaginative idea that male yellowjackets are regularly produced as a simple result
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of the exhaustion of the sperm supply. If this were the case, it could cause fluctuation s in the sex ratio . A male-rich year would give rise to well inseminated new
queens, that will in turn produce queen-rich broods o f sexuals the next year. Aside
from the anarchic nature of such a method of primary sex-ratio determination, the

longevity of sperm (or ability of the spermatheca to maintain sperm) appears not
to be a factor in limiting a queen 's reproductivity. The extended viability of sperm
in the spermatheca over years is well known in honey bees and some ants (Taber
and Blum 1960), and Parker's (1970) predictio n that the longest·lived sperm should
be found in the Hymeno ptera is almost certainly correct.
The requirements of acquiring grea t numbers of sperm during a relatively brief
period of time can be met by mating with more males o r through increased sperm
delivery per male. The question of which of these two strategies is employed has
recently been addressed by Garofalo (1980) and it appears that both take place.
Iwata and Sakagarni (19 66) showed that in species where the female has a greater
number of ovarioles, the male likewise has an increased number of testicl es.
Garofalo measured sperm from males and mated female bees o f a range o f soc ial
types and reviewed othe r data from the literatu re, In three advanced eusocial
species, females contained between 67·134% of a male's full (standing crop) sperm
complement. When she co ntains more than 100%, a female is necessarily multiply
mated. In 10 of his 14 other species, Garofalo fou nd that females contained only
2·4% of a fuU male complement, and in none of the 14 was it higher than 29%.
Significantly, two primitively eusocial (Garofalo's " rnesosocial") species in
this latter group (both bumble bees) had male/female stored sperm ratios indistinguishable from those of solitary species. This result is corroborated by o ther ratios
from bumble bees (Table II). The conclusion to be taken from available data is
that the transition from primitive to advanced eusocial involves sharply reduced
male/ female stored sperm ratios. It canno t be inferred that multiple mating may
not occ ur where males con tain enough sperm to inseminate many females and the
sex ratio is balanced, but in that situation if multiple mating evolves it will not be
in response to increased female sperm requirements.
Even at this introductory level, the subject o f sperm ratios is far from exhausted.
It would be very useful to have more facts about male sperm load, female sperm
capacity, and the proportion of total mass taken up by the reproductive system in
each sex in socially diverse wasps and bees.

B. Con test to Make Queens
Parker (this volume) has noted tha t the extended longevity of insect sperm and
their provisioning in the spermatheca provide special opportunity for overlapping
ejaculates and competition for ova. This is especially applicable to the social aculeates where sperm compet ition has become a more complex affair. The primitive

TABLE 11
Male and Queen Sperm Co unts in Six Species of Bumble Beesa

Specie,

Bombus lucorum
8 . lapidarius

Mean
Sperm in Male
(Range)
2.4 X lOs
(1.6 - 3.3 X l OS)

n

3

1.9 X lOS

Mean
Sper m in Female
(Range)
4

2.4 X 10
4
(4.2 X 103 - 3.7 X 10 )
2.6 X 10

4
4

n

Sperm
in
Female/Male

10

0. 10

6

0,14

Mean

( 1.5 - 4.4 X 10 )

3.3 X lOS
4
( 1.5 X 10 - 1.1 X 106 )

8

4.5 X 104
(3. 1 - 6.5 X 10 4 )

0. 14

B. hortorum

1.6 X 104
(3.9 X 10 3 - 2.9 X 104 )

2

4.2 X 103b

0. 26

8. agr orum

2.6 X lOS
(3.5 X 104 - 5.5 X lOs)

10

B.

tcrresttis

Psith yrus cam pestris

8.5 X 104

1.8 X 10

4

0.Q7

3.2 X 10

4

0.38

aAII dat a arc from W. D. Hamilton (unpubl.), Rosclcr ( 1973 ) gave sperm co unt s for females only for the same five species of Bombus: Sperm
counts arc taken from wild-caught ind ividua l" The last column represents the est imated number of males needed to completely insemin ate
a qu een . Psithyru s is the genus of o bligate social-parasitic bumble bees.
bRoscler' s mean co unt from five females of this species was \.5 X 10 4 , the only case in which his co unts di ffer greatly from Hamilt on 's tor
the same species.
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contest to fertili ze any and aU eggs persists, but the re is now the added struggle
to specifically fertilize queen-producing eggs. The overwhelming majority of fertilized (female) eggs in a eusocial species will become workers. These may achieve
some small level of classical fitness th rough the deposition of unfertilized (male)
eggs, but in any event it may be discounted tha t selection should ever favor males
with a bias towar d fertilizing worker-producing eggs. Given that worker-producing
and queen-producing eggs are in themselves identical, though , can males make such
a manipulatio n? This would require that th ere be informati on leakage from the
colony's reprod uctive state to th e sperm in the spermatheca and th at sperm rise
up to compe te at the decisive moment. Such competition is possible only if queen
produ ction is a nonrandom occurrence. If, for example, it is a late season event
(as in vespines and bumble bees), it may he in the male' s best interest that his sperm
not take advantage of early season opportunities to fertilize (worker) eggs. As
discussed below, th ough, it may be in the queen's interest t o int roduce a different
typ e of bias. We would not expect her interests to be overruled within her own
spermatheca.

C. Kinship and Within-colony Conflicts
The swift general acceptance of kinship as a key factor in animal behavior is
in large part due to a theoretical triumph right at th e outset : Hamilton's (1964)
explanation of why most eusocial insects and origins of cusociality are found in
the Acu!eata. He showed that haplodiploid sex-determination in the Hymenoptera
produces asymmetries in relatedne ss that correlate well with certain major asymmetries in social behavior. The principles involved have been analyzed and discussed
at all levels by many authors (for a succinct review of the background, see Chamov
1978b). Recently, a number of authors have suggested that aculeate eusociality
may be a consequence of oth er peculiarities of th e group (Scudo and Ghiselin 1975;
Craig 1980b ). Starr (1 981) argues th at the stinger is the key preadapt ation, while
others focus on resource util ization and the nest as th e paramoun t factors. At
present, both kinship th eory and alternatives account for the same major features
of social life in th e Aculeat a, so it is difficult to isolate one of them as a sale explanation.
While kinship theory's headline triumph is now contested by some, its very
found ation , Hamilton's central concept of inclusive fitness , is not, and it has
rathe r effortlessly entered the mainstream of evolutionary thought. This concept
includes in the fitness gain from an individual' s actions not only their effect on
thi s individual' s classical fitne ss, measured in personal offspring, but also on the
classical fitness of relatives, weighted by the degree of their relatedness.
Hamilton's formulations neatly accounted for th e key stage in social evolution
in which a newly emerged female has a choice of nesting solitarily or remaining in
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the natal nest and assisting her mother. at the expense o f some or aU of her own
classical fitness. In most eusocial insects, though, wo rkers no longer have this
choice. so questions o f maximizing inclusive fitness seem irrelevant. It is in this
contex t th at Trivers and Hare (1976) presented the most important addition to
kinship theory to date. They pointed out that workers and queens have a conflict
over (I) who lays th e male eggs and (2) the sex-ratio of investment in brood, that
workers can compete with queens in these two questions, and that the o utcome of
this struggle can be know n. It is a measure of the exten t to which kinship theory
had been assimilated since 1964 , as well as o f the importance of Trivers and Hare's
paper, that after minimal publishing lag time it provoked a substantial literature of
discussion, criticism, and ex tension (Alexander and Shenn an 19 77. Benford 1978,
Charnov 1978a, Oster and Wilson 1978, Craig 1979, Crozier 1979, Starr ( 979).
Some autho rs have turned these ideas back to the questio n of the origin of eusocialit y (Chamov 1978b, Craig 1980b). This is something tha t Trivers and Hare
touched o n in passing, but was not central to their thesis and seems unlikely to
become as important as the analysis of competitive equilibira in eusocial colonies.
Appendix B recapitulates the main part of Trivers and Hare's argument.
The idea that workers maintain a measure o f fitness antedates kinship theory
and has often been called upon to explain why workers are wilhng to be workers
at the origin of eusociality. If Kropotkin (I 902) had bee n aware of worker fecun dity it seems certain he would have emphasized it. The most com plete modern expression of this idea is perhaps Lin and Michener's (1972) statement tha t "cusocial
colonies without altruism are possible if male production by wo rkers is important
enough:' How important it is varies greatly throughout the social Aculeata, and
values of 1 - p from 0 to almost I are known (Oster and Wilson 1978:Chapter 3) .
It is highly likely that such classical fitne ss will be unevenly distributed within
the caste so that not all workers will have identical interests. Trivers and Hare
indicate this by reference to the ex treme case, in which a single worker lays all male
eggs not laid by the queen. so that q, the fraction of male eggs from a given worker,
is equal either to 0 or I - p. Variation in q can have a moderate effect where both
p and Pe are small, so that if p = 0.1 and Pe = 1.5, for example, the preferred
investment ratio o f the single laying worker is 10% greater than that of a fullsister worker. The greatest possible difference between the two x values is 16%
( Fig. IA).
Whether this can have serious social conse quences in small colonies is unknown .
It might do so if a worker can recognize her o wn o ffspring. However, even in social
wasps and those social bees having larvae in fixed cells. there is no evidence that
females can distinguish sons from brothe rs and nephews. J Where x values differ
sufficiently , selection should favor workers that remember how much of the male
brood is theirs and are not entirely ignoran t of what fraction of the remainder
will typically come from the queen. In large colon ies, laying workers should be such
a small part of the colony and have such a small oppo rtunity to bias the investment
1. Note added in proo f. Klahn and Gamboa's (1983) results with Polistes fu scatus make it
a lit tle more plausible that this might be done.
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fig. I. Preferred invest men t ratios x of qu een , laying worker (lay s all male eggs not laid
by queen), nonla ying worker, and mal e (queen's mate) as a function o f p. Explan ati on in
App endix B. The shaded area sho ws th e tot al po ssible ran ge of worker x. A. Pe = 1. B. Pc ==
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ratio in their favor that the y can conveniently be ignored (Oster and Wilson 1978)
and all workers can be treated as identical. with q = O.
Trivers and Hare calculated x values for queens and workers of 1.0 and 0.33 ,
respectively. They assumed that the queen mates just once and lays all of the male
eggs. Using data from 2 1 species of ants believed to fit these assumptions, they
obtained a scatter of y values, mo st < 1 and many not very different from 0.3 3.
Various authors (e.g., Benford 1978) have interpreted this to indicate that y is
largely equivalent to worker x in ant s, a decisive victory for offspring in this parentoffspring conflict. Trivers and Hare were properly mo re reserved in their conclusion : " Instead of supporting a general principle predicting who shall dominate
in situations of conflict , our work supports the notion that there is no inherent
tenden cy for evolution to favor any particular party in situations of conflict."
For an even stronger view on why this must be so in mound-building ants, see
Herbers (19 79). Thus, findings such as those of Noonan (1978) thaty is not significantly different fro m 1 in Polistes fus catus sho uld not be seen as a test of Trivers
and Hare's imaginary general conclusion, but as an indication of the outcome in a
particular wasp species.
The first published crit icism of Trivers and Hare' s paper came from Alexander
and Sher man (1977), who raised an ar ray of obje ctions. The mo st prominent of
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these was their co ntentio n that Trivers and Hare had attached an incorrect interpretation to their own data, which in fact showed the effects of local mate com-

petition (Hamilton 1967). I concur with Oster and Wilson (1978) and Crozier
( 1980) that most of these ant species, with their large ex plosive mating swarms (see
Kusnezov 1962) , seem poo r candidates for lo cal mate competition. On the other

hand, Trivers and Hare's data collection methods are clearly inadequate (Alexander
and Sherman 1977). Among others, their use of dry weights can be questioned.

If th eir data are adjusted to live weight, the results would be substantiaily altered.
Noonan (1978) used live weights as her index of investment produ ction costs.
Models of queen-worker conflict in eusocial insects have often included the
assumption that the queen is singly mated (e.g. , Craig 1980a). This is one of Trivers
and Hare's assumptions, and they believed it to be justified for the ant species they
examined. With out taking up the questio n of whether this belief is justified, I will
examine some consequences when the queen is multiply mated. Where the effects
of multiple mating have been treated, it has been usual to use the term n to designate the number of males, assuming that they each contribute equally to paternity
(e.g., Page and Metcalf 1982). This assump tion is not realistic. Where relative
contribution has been evaluated, large variance among ejaculates has been found.

Substitution of Starr's (1979) index of effective promiscuity, Pe , for n solves the
problem without complicating the mathematics. Promiscuity is widely used as
a measure o f the number o f males mating with a female (Gwynne , this volume),
and Pe is equal to :
I

n
L

i

=I

t·I '

where Ii is the fractional contribution to daughters by the ith male. As an example,
if a Polistes metricus queen on average uses sperm from two males in a 9 :I ratio

(Metcalf and Whitt 1977), Pe = 1.22. Any given value of Pe has the sarne effect
on progeny relatedness as would an equivalent value of n if all males contribute
equally. so that 1 :r;;, Pe :r;;, n. In the absence of inbreeding, then , relatedness between
siblings is equal to ~ + l /(2Pe). Effec tive promiscuity in diploid organisms, such as
termites, is calculated in exactly the same way, but relatedness between siblings
is equal to ~ + 1/(4Pe). The effective promiscuity index has one unfortunate limit ation in that a mean o f several Pe values gives rise to underestimated mean relatedness. This can be a large difference when variance in Pe is large. This must be taken
into account when dealing with population-wide average Pe.
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D. Why Multiple Mating? Possible Answers From Honey Bees
Of what value is multiple mating to the queen? A semiproximal answer is that
in some species she requires more than one male to fill her spcrmatheca. This
does not settle the question, but rather presents another: Why have males not
evolved to carry enough sperm to inseminate completely?
Let us examine this question in relation to the domestic honey bee, Apis mellifera. Apiculture is a sophisticated agricultural enterprise, comparable to dairy
farming, and the subject of a great deal of genetic research. Consequently, honey
bees are the best known social insect species. Given the extremely male-biased
sex ratio in this species, it is not surprising that males are designed somewhat like
kamikaze aircraft , with features directed to effective one-time delivery and without
provision for a return engagement. The reproductive system fills most of the
abdominal cavity; in copulation the eversible copulatory organ is irretrievably
forced into the vagina by haemostatic pressure resulting from a full contraction
of the abdominal skeletal muscles. Death of the drone unavoidably follow s mating
(Laidlaw 1944). It is odd, then, that he delivers so little. Woyke (1962) calculated
that an average drone ejaculate is only 1/8 to 1/9 of the female's spermathecal
capacity. Other authors have reached comparable conclusions (see Page and Metcalf
1982, and Table I).
Is this due to phylogenetic inertia, the impossibility of a full- delivery drone even
under selection for it? It is very unlikely. Drones are strong fliers that travel distances (to mating areas) similar to foraging workers. Apis mellifera ligustica workers
are known to carry nectar loads weighing as much as 7fJ% of the unloaded body
(Park 1922), and A. m. adansoni workers carry loads heavier than their unloaded
body (Neves et al. 1978). There is no obvious reason that drones could not be
similarly loaded with fluid and still fly well (this is open to experiment). Even
more compelling is the aforementioned fact that drones sometimes carry the
(larger) queen along in flight while in copula. From the colony perspective, it would
seem a better economy of scale could be achieved; that is, production of drones
with eight or nine times the sperm storage capacities should require much less than
eight to nine times as much investment.
Parker (thi s volume) suggests (and I concur) that the male sperm load in A.
mellifera is small because of intense intersexual selection imposed on drones by
queens. The swift mating flights of queens allows them to elude all but the fastest
flying males. In this circumstance, an additional volume and mass of stored sperm
could impose a severe handicap on the male, such that an extraordinarily encumbered male could never catch a queen. Heavily-laden workers are noticeably slowed
in flight (K. G. Ross, pers. comm.), as males would presumably be.
By setting a high pursuit-pace and altitude, virgin queens provide the selection
which mandates multiple mating. To return to the question, of what value is
multiple mating to queens? I suggest three possibilities:

·

;
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1. The queen is merely channeling t he inten se male-ma le co mpetit io n into a form
t hat selec ts phy sically strong partners, and t herefore good genes. Th is is simp ly Snell's
(1932 ) eugenic hypothesis, with multiple mating as an unimportant side effe ct. It may
in fact con tain ju st this advantage for the queen, but this says not hing special about
social in sects. If additional importan t benefi ts can be di scerned , then th e eugenic e xp lanation is at least inc om plete.
2. Offspring genetic diversit y is favo red in an excep tional way . It may be suggested

that genetic heterogeneity among workers is beneficial to the colony (and therefore
t he quee n) . This argument. similar to Williams' (1 975 ) ge ne ral selective advantage for
sex, is given by Pamilo et al, (1978) and Pamilo (1982) to acco unt for genetic diversity
within ground-nesting ant colonies. Page (19 80) hypothesizes a special reason why
mu ltiple mat ing should be ada ptive in the honey bee. It has long been known th at
diploid males are occasiona lly produced and that these are inviable. Sex is determincd
by a single locu s with multiple alleles, and diploid males result fro m homozygosity at
t his locus, while females result from zygotes heterozygous at thi s locu s. While t he
average expec te d proportion of diploid males does not vary with Pe under outbreeding,
the variance d ocs. Page's mod el addresses the question of why it shou ld be adaptive (in
ho ney bees) to decrease th e variance th rough multiple mat ing. This model has more
recently been extended t o th e Aculeata in general (page and Metcalf 1982).
3. Interests of no nlaying workers arc shiftcd to the quccn's advant age. It is generally
agreed th at as colo ny size increases the q ueen is less able to directl y affe ct the ratio of
investment in brood. At the same time, the number of workers laying eggs is expected
to remain small or be depressed. Under these conditio ns, an increase in effective promiscuity an d decrease in average worker-worker relat edness will have two effects (Fig.
I A. B, C). First, the preferr ed investment ratio of nonlaying wor kers moves closer to
that of the q ueen , until these arc ide ntical at infinite Pe . Secon d, the conflict of interests between no nlaying and layin g workers broadens, until at infinite Pe there is a
four fold difference in x values (Fig. l C).
As shown in the figures, nonlaying wor kers have no co nflict of int erest wit h the
quee n when workers lay all the male eggs, and they have non e among themselves when
the quee n lays all the male eggs. It is the middle range of p that is of interest here. The
interest shifts of nonlaying workers with increased Pe sho uld tum their effort s to the
qu ccn 's purposes because they co ntrol the allocation of investment, so that she benefits
from bri nging their x closer to hers. In additio n, workers arc related to the three possible
cl asses of male offspring in the following way : full-sisters' sons > bro thers > half-sisters'
sons. They are on average less relate d to nephews than broth ers whenever Pe > 2 (Fig. 2)
and should prefer that the qu een lay all the male eggs. Workers would therefore be
ex pected to interfere with eac h others' reproduction.

Of these three possible queen advantages from multiple mating, the third is the
most compelling, as it has the greatest universality and explanatory value. It gives
rise to two testable predictions:
Lin large colonies with single qu eens that are multiply mate d, wo rkers shou ld never
lay a substantia l frac tio n of the mal e eggs.
2. Workers in orphaned colonies of Aculeata should work Icss diligently and lay
more male eggs than in the presence of a funct ion ing queen.

There are no data on the first of these predictions. However, it has often been
observed that workers in orphaned colonies are predictably less industrious and lay
more male eggs (Wilson 1971:Chapter I S). As worker-worker conflict of interest
will lead them to police each other's reprod uction in queenright colonies, so in
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Fig. 2. Average relat edness to eac h of the qu een, workers, and males u e. , quccn's mate s)
o f ma le (GM ) and fem ale (GF) brood in mo nogyn ou s colo nies under ou tbrecding. p =frac tion
o f male brood co ming from the qu een ; q = frac tio n o f male broo d coming from the worker
in qu estion; Pe = the index o f effec tive pro miscuity (see tex t). If inbreeding and local mate
compe tition an: significan t. then GF to wo rkers '" Y1Pe + (1 + SF + 2, )/(4 + 4F), in which
r ' '" the cor relation coefficient o f sperm draw n rando mly from two males, and F '" the
inbreeding coefficient. By a d ifferen t ro ute, Hamil ton (1912 ) has arr ived at the expression:
(1 + SF + us>/(4 11 + PI ) fo r average worker-sister related ness. in which "s is the co rrelation of
sperm d rawn rando m ly from the spcrma thc ca. If each of these is correct, and if, ' se F . the n
"s ~ (I + (Fe - 11F1/ (Pe)· This seems in tuitively a good appro ximation of , s to each of us,
though Dr. Hamilto n (pen. comm.) doubts the po ssibility o f deriving a gener al exp ressio n of
' s in the abse nce o f exact knowledge o f a species' mating system. Note that where in breeding
and local mate compe titio n arc discounted. ,s is sim ply the reciproca l of Pe.

orphaned colonies we expect the most intense reproductive competition in species
where policing was most complete.
It is unfortunate that this analysis does not lead to an unequivocal prediction
about the relationsh.ip between multiple mating and the reten tion or loss of functional ovaries in workers. As long as workers effectively interfere with each others'
egg-laying, the queen should be indifferent to whether they could lay eggs in her
absence. Alexander (1974) has explained this as being a factor in her interests;
she should benefit by having the orphaned colony produce her grandsons rather
than nothing. A logical exte nsion of prediction 2 is that worker ovaries will be most
functional in species with queenright colonies having the least worker egg-laying.
This would represent preparation for reprodu ctive competition in the event of
queen loss. It assumes that orphaning is a sufficiently common event to select for
preparations to compete. It appears to be uncommon in species with very large
colonies. In species with smaller colonies such as some Polistes (Strassmann 1981),
it is more common. so that the reproductive potential of workers is very relevant.
A larger question is whether worker ovaries are selected by regular low level egglaying opportunity in queenright colonies or rare bursts of egg-laying in orphaned
colonies. The answer will probably vary among taxa and levels of social
organization..
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E. Consequences of Sperm Oumping
It has oft en been pointed out that if the ejaculates of different males remain

separate in the spermatheca, seq uentially used sperm will have a high probability
of coming from the same ejaculate. Thus short-term effective promiscuity could
be close to I in mult iply mated females (Trivcrs and Hare 1976 ; Charnov 1978a,
b ; Crozier and BrUckner 198 1; among others). Sperm clumping would assure tha t
daughters of a given coho rt will tend to be much more closely related than if
there were a high level of ejaculate mixing. Clumping is assumed by Trivers and
Hare (1976) and Charnov (l9 78a, b). The mains tay of th is assumptio n has been
Taber's (1 955) results from artificially twice inseminated honey bee queens, which
showed no appreciable sperm mixing, as inferred from the sequence of offspring
types. This was co nsistent with Koehler's (1962) report of distinct ejaculate clumps
in the spcrrnatheca, and Jordan's ( 1967) similar though less direct observations.
Kerr (1961) has repo rted physical clumping in two leafcutter ant species, such that
each ejaculate was not easily broken apart by the experimenter. Mo re recently
Martinho (1 97 9), using both artificial insemination and free flights with two races
of drone s, conclu ded not only that sperm clumped but also that ejaculates rotate
abo ut every 20 days within the spermatheca. That is to say, the queen draws
sperm mostly from one ejaculate fo r a time and then somehow switches to using
another.
The funct ion of this sperm rotation is obscure. One possibility is that, in the
absence o f the queen's ability to break up each ejaculate and thereby increase
short-term effective promiscuity , she achieves the same results by rotating them
freq uently. It is suggested by Kerr et al. (19 80) that exactly th e opposite effect
results and that rotation ensures that daughters o f a given age group tend to be
full-sisters, Inasmuch as workers are short-lived, this would by no means be an
insignificant effect. But why a period of abou t 20 days? This makes Martinho's
co nclusion and the hypo thesis of Kerr et al. intriguing. Queens require 16 days
to develop fro m eggs, and broo d-care is the domain of young bees (3 tb 10 days
old ; Lindauer 1961) . If queen eggs are laid in the second half of a 2()'day period,
then as larvae they will be cared fo r by full sisters. This may increase the return
to these workers for effi cient brood-care.
Perhaps more importantly. by the time queens emerge, their sisters will constitute most (if not the total) in-hive workforce (Lindauer 1971). Workers are
not passive in treatment of newly emerged virgin queens. It is usual for more than
one of these to be produced simultaneously and usually only one survives beyond
the first few days of adult life. It is ofte n observed (Gary and Morse 1962, Hdlldobler and Michener 1980) that workers kill o ne or more virgin qu eens before they
permit one to mate and establish herself as the new queen. In addition, they may
physically impede the first emerging q ueen in her attempts to kill o thers. At this
critical stage in colony reproductio n the cooperation o f the workers is essential
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to the reigning mother-queen. While she is the one to designate queen eggs. by
laying them in distinct queen cells, workers can exercise their veto power over any
of her queen candidates, at a number of levels. If the 20-day sperm period is in
fact a real phenomenon. it may represent a mechanism by which the queen gains
cooperation from workers.
But why is the sperm rotation period not of much greater length? Consistent
with the scheme of Kerr et al. is the hypothesis that the shortness of the cycle
serves to divide the workforce into two genetic groups at the time a new queen
is produced, and thereby facilitates the decision of one group to swarm with the
old queen. If this could be demonstrated, it would provide a wonderful example
of queen control (Michener and Brothers 1974) or parental manipulation
(Alexander 1974). In fact, Getz et al. (I 982) show a tendency for the two groups
to assort along kinship lines when the workers' fathers are of different genetic
strains. They did not find, though, that the groups could be divided by age and
concluded that direct recognition of kinship is the cue used. In recent years, it
is increasingly accepted that animals can do just this in many cases (Hdlldobler
and Michener 1980, Hohnes and Sherman 1983, Klahn and Gamboa 1983).
My interpretation of Martinho's data is that the sperm rotation period is much
less regular than suggested by Kerr et al. More critically, there is room for doubt
that the rotation itself really takes place. for two main reasons:
1. There are several methodological points th at remain in doubt, especially with
regard to accurately det erminin g th e paternity of offspr ing. As a result of these, alternate
interpretations of the data can be entertain ed. This is a difficult prob lem, so it is not
surprising that Martinh o's study has not en tirely settl ed it
2. Page (1980) was unable to confirm th e prese nce of ejaculate segregation in Apis
mellifera. Over 11 weeks he found no major changes in the phenotypic freque ncies
of different offspring types from two naturally mated queens. This is a repetition of
Taber's (1955 ) much-cited study, with improved experime ntal meth odology. Page's
results are cont rary to Taber' s and call the latter's into question. Alber et aL (1955)
likewise found sperm from different males to be used approximately equally in th e
short ter m. Getz et aL (1982) foun d some change over time in use of sperm from two
males, but far from strict rotatio n.

Most likely it is the interpretations more than the data from different studies
that are contradictory. As Crozier and Bruckner (1981) have shown, complete
sperm clumping does not occur, and even Martinho' s results show significant
mixing. I suggest that randomness should be viewed as the null hypothesis and to
show, as Page has done, that a female uses sperm from more than one male at
one time does not really go to the heart of the matt er, which is whether there is
significant temporal clumping of full sisters. Given the popularity of honey bees
as experimental animals, we can hope for continuing progress in this question.
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F. Male Interests in QueenfWorker Conflicts
Until now I have not considered the question of the preferred ratio of investment of the Queen's mate(s) in advanced eusocial Aculeata. This was explicitly
discou nted by Trivers and Hare ( 1976), on the grounds tha t such males are rarely
present in the colony and in any case have few behavioral means of intervening.
Most subsequent authors on the subject have explicitly or implicitly concurred;
Craig (1979) suggested obliquely that male interests might be examined as a sort
o f exercise. Benford ( 19 78) showed male relatedness to offspring along with
those of queens and workers. th ough without further comment. If male interests
are at all relevant, it is a question of the limits of parental manipulation. Is it
possible in sexually repro ducing o rganisms for a parent to genetically program
an offspring to act in the parent's interest at a cost to its own? It is generally
doubted (with Craig among the dou bters) that this is possible. In Charlesworth's
(1978) mod els no genes persist that cause daughters to behave in the ir fath ers'
int erests if such behavior is detr imen tal to the daughters. Nonetheless, the subject of this chapter revolves around male interests, so we might wonder how they
work into the calculations.
A male's relat edness to the offspring of his mate's colony is shown in Fig. 2.
His preferred investment ratio at all values of Pe, then, is 2(1 - pX3 - p)/3 + p.
This is included with the preferred ratios of queens and workers in Fig. I A-C.
The purpor ted condit ions for Trivers and Hare's data are shown in Fig. IA at
p = 1. If only queen and worke r interests are taken into account, a realized investment ratio in the middle range between 0 and 1 would seem to rep resent a victo ry
for the workers, and Trivers and Hare give this interpretatio n to many of their
results. With males in the picture, though, it could also be int erpreted as a compromise between the two classes of parents, a case of undecided sexual conflict
coming to resemble offspring Victory.
If sexual conflict is irrelevant to investme nt ratio in advanced eusocial colonies,
y shou ld never be lower than nonlaying worker x. If parent-offspring conflict is
irrelevant and sexual conflict all-impor tan t, y sho uld never be higher than queen
x. What I want to point out here is tha t available data leave each of these contradictory testable propositions unscathed.

v. CONCLUSION: WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
Part of the tone of this chapter is set by doubt. I doubt th at many of the large
patterns which are assumed or suspected to apply across social typ es or taxa really
exist. While it may be fruitful to seek general t rends in the nu mber of matings per
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female, the relationship between n and Pe, the degree of sperm clumping in the
spermatheca and the outcome of queen-worker conflict, we should not be surprised
when they prove very elusive. We must also be vigilant against the temptation to
see general trends where the data are insufficient to support them. Perhaps nowhere
more than in behavioral ecology is the impulse to seek universal, simplifying prtnciples-so persuasively decried by Bondi (J 977)-likely to be mistaken. After all.
this is not physics, and species are not subatomic particles. Even as the large patterns are sought. they should not be expected. And if found they should not be
wholeheartedly accepted .
We know a reasonable amount about the exte rnal aspect of courtship and mating
in the Aculeata, and a substantial body of theory is developing to deal with the
consequences of sperm competition. Events inside the spenna theca , standing between these areas of relative knowledge, though, remain unknown. They form the
bottleneck in our understanding of this sequence of processes. To widen this
bottleneck we need more facts. Facts which bear on the following questions should
be welcomed:
1. What fraction of body mass does each sex devote to th e reprodu ctive system?
2. Are sperm from haploid males unusual? Are they usually polymorphic? Do th ey
have special feat ures which suggest adapta tio n for coordinated action by members of
an ejaculate?
3. Do members of an ejaculate clump togeth er in the spermatheca ?
4. Is there sperm precedence?
S. How many sperm docs a virgin male have? How many does a completely inseminated female have?
6. What is the relation ship between numb er of matin gs pcr female (n) and diversity
of th e sperm she takes in (Pe) ? Whal is thc variance in sperm cont ribution (fi) of different males? What is the female's sperm-usage pattern?
7. What are the pop ulation sex-ratios of number and weight?

VI. SUMMARY

The Aculeata are a large and familiar group, comprising the wasps, bees, and
ants. In sperm structure and the reproductive system they appear to be generalized.
They show some interesting features of sexual dimorphism, which are poorly
understood . The two characteristics of aculeates which are of special interest here
are (J) their haplodiploid sex-determination. and (2) their diversity of social organization. The group contains the full range of major insect social types.
Mating systems likewise show great diversity. In the ants and advanced eusocial
bees, mating is usually by way of occasional mass mating flights. In the wasps,
solitary bees and primitively eusocial bees, mating is more closely tied with the
daily events of the nesting cycle.
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There is a diverse body of data on th e number of times females mate. At present

they show no patterns among taxa or social types, but indicate that both singleand multiple-mating are widespread. Almost nothing is known about the relationship between number of rnatings and number of inseminations, so that the distribution of sperm competition in the group is little underst ood.
Unlike dip loid organisms, a (haploid) male aculeate produces genetically identical sperm . so that there is no conflict of interests within his ejaculate. This raises
the possibility for ejaculates to behave very differently than in diploid s, especially
in com peting with each other for inseminations.
Socia l life raises the sperm requirements of reproductive female s, because of
the produ ction of workers. In species with very large colonies queens require the
full sperm com plement of several males, so that sperm competition necessarily
takes place. Sperm competition in social species is at two levels: (1) the ordinary
competition to maximize fertilizations, and (2) to specifically fertilize queenproducing eggs.
The earlier idea that multiple mating is uncommon in social acu leates, at least
in primitively social species, is no longer tenable. The effe ct s of multiple mating
on social evolution must be taken into account. Multiple mating introduces an
increased disunity of interests between nestmate workers, especially between those
which lay some male-producing eggs and tho se which do not. At the same time, it
makes no change in the overlap of interests between queen and workers. Multiple
mating, th en , may evolve through selection on the queen to monopolize maleproduction by creating disunit y among workers, so that they prevent each other
from laying male eggs.
It has generally been accepted that in honey bees the members of an ejaculate
clump toge ther. Sperm cannot then be used randomly, so that age-mates are likely
to be full sisters, even if their mother mate s with many males. While sperm clumping now seems less complete than earlier, sperm -usage is no t random. It may be a
way that the queen can partly regulate worker-worker relatedness to her own
advan tage.
The interests of th e queen's mate(s) in within-colony con flicts have received
almost no attention. A male's preferred sex-ratio of investm ent in brood is unaffected by multiple mating, unlike with workers. Multiple mating increases the
conflict of interest between workers and their fathers, while bringing them relati vely closer to the queen. If males can influence the ratio of investment in any
way , the n, multiple mating can serve the queen's interest s by dividing her
competitors.
We have an increasing fund of information about events preceding sperm com petition. Likewise, the conseqences of sperm competition have received theoretical
treatment. The magnitude and mechanisms of sperm competitio n itself, th ough,
are almost completely unknown for aculeates. New fact s about ejaculateinteract ions inside the spermatheca are what are mo st needed in this field .
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APPENDIX A
SociaJ Organization in the Aculeate Hymenoptera
The following is an outline o f three distin ct soc ial systems, mo dified fro m Michener (l969).

Thi s classification, base d on ju st thr ee social characteristics, is in general use for insects, thoug h
it necessarily co nceals imm en se variatio n (Michener 1974 :3 8).

SOLITARY. In th e simplest scheme, a female wasp stings a host (insect or spider) into
temporary paralysis and lays an egg on it. The hat ched larva develo ps o n the revived host as an
cct opar asitoid. Morc com mo nly, t he fe male prepares a nest cell by excavatio n or construc t ion.
She then pr ovisions each cell w ith perman ently paralyzed host s (= prey), lays an egg in the cell,
and closes it. Th is is all do ne un assisted. Thr ough changes in the num ber and seque nce of these

elements, more co mplex nes ting cycles arc elabora ted. Phyletic sequences of this elabora tion
have been analyzed by Evans and w est-Eberhard (197 0 ). Most non parasiti c acu leates have this
sort o f nestin g cycle. For prese nt purposes, a var iety of types o f sim ple organiza tion arc lumped
under solitary. See Michener (19 69 ) or Wilson (19 71) for a more detailed brea kdown. The
bees and m ost masari ne wasps utilize pollen rather than prey as their protein sou rce, bu t otherwise will be treated here as wasps.
PRIMITIVELY EUSOCIAL, The transmon from the most com plex solitary to the least
complex eu social syste m represents a quant um leap in social behavior which is not always made
clear in evolutio nary sche mata. For at least part of its life cycle, the eusoeial species has each of
(1 ) an overlap of adult genera tio ns; (2) cooperative brood-eare; and (3) a differentiation of
repr oductive roles (castes) among adult fem ales (Michener 1969, Wilson 1971 :4 ). Females of
prim itively cusoc ial species canno t reliably be separ ated into egg-laying qu eens and nonrep roductive workers on the basis of phy sical struct ure alo ne, except in some cases by size. Most
social wasps, including th e large, widespread genus of pa per wasps, Polistes, are primi tively
eusocial, as are some bees. The te rm primitively e usocial is accepted usage, but it is rat he r
unfo rtunate , a s th e implied meaning d oesn' t necessarily fit the definitio n. As R. II. Croz ier
po ints out, in some an ts (e.g, most Rh ytidopon era, all known Dia camma) the fullydi ffere ntiate d q ueen form has bee n lost an d repl aced by mated wor kers. Dr. Crozier 's qu estio n:
Me these species " seco ndarily primitively eusoc ial"? By definition, yes, thou gh it makes
seman tic non sen se.
ADVANCED EUSOCIAL. A useful distin ction is drawn between primitively eusoc ial species
and tho se in which workers are physically distinc t from quee ns. The imp ortance of this ph ysical
differen tiation is tha t it severely lim its the wor ker's pot entia l to be qu eenlike and therefo re her
op tions in the struggle to max imize individual fitness. In all kn own cases, wor kers ret ain a
fun cti onal reproducti ve system and some pot ential fo r laying eggs for at least par t o f adu lt
life, but this is much less th an in th e queen , and th ey can rarely be inseminated . In man y
species phy sical differentiati on ex tends in to the work er caste itself, especially wher e soldiers
differ markedl y fro m the work ers pro per (Wilson 1971, Schm idt 19 74 :variou s chapters). The
advanced cusocial aculcatcs comprise the vespine wasps, all an ts, all stingless bees, and the
five or six species o f honey bees, Apis. All te rmites (Isoptera) are also of this social ty pe.
In so me species o f Polybia social wasps there are small, statistically significant physica l
differences bet ween qu een s and workers (Richards 19 78) that co uld be tr ansitional from
primitive t o advanced cusocial. Size differe nces arc much more pronounce d in th e bumble
bees, Bombue, so that the castes are usually readily distin guished by size (Michener 1974) .
Transitions from primitive to advanced eusoc tal tend s to acco mpa ny increasing group size,
role differentiation, and social co mplexity.
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APPENDIX B
Queen-worker Conflict in Eusocial Aculeates
(Adapted from Trivets and Hare 1976)
1. In most species, workers retai n fun ctional ovaries and can sometimes lay eggs, though
the y are rarely or never inseminated (Lin and Michener 1972, Oster and Wilson 1978). It is
possible, then, th at some male eggs will come from workers. A que en differs in her relatedness to a son and a grandson, and a work er in her relat edness to a son , a brother, and a nephe w.
The se inequ aliti es of rela ted ness produce co nflict over who sho uld lay male eggs.
2. Workers differ in their relatednesss to female and male brood. They handle most of th e
dire ct resource-investment in brood , so that the re is potential for selfish manipulation if
worke rs: (a) recognize the sex of brood individuals; and (b) can bia s th e ratio of investment
toward the sex to whieh the y arc more clo sely rela ted.
3. Let x equal th e ratio of investment in male/female brood tha t mo st ben efi ts. the inclusive fitn ess of a given class of individuals in the colony popul ation, Le., that class's preferred
investment ratio. By " class" is meant any subgro up with related ness to brood distinct from
tha t of other subgroups, e.g., que ens, laying workers, nonlaying workers, males (queens'
mat es). The ratio of in vestment in the sexes usually takes into account onl y males and pot ential
que ens, as investm ent in worker brood should be seen strictly as a ste p in investment in these
other types. The reason for thi s is that onl y sexuals leave the colony as pro pagules. Where this
is not the case, e.g.• in honey bees, stingless bees, arm y an ts, and swarm-found ing social wasps,
x is mor e complex (Oster and Wilson 1978, Maccvicz 1979).
4. Lety equal the actual investment ratio found in the population. Wherever y = x, members
of th at class sho uld be indifferent as to which sex receives the next unit of investment. In all
other cases, the y sho uld attempt to bias in vestment in aU brood over which they have influence,
such tha t y approaches x. Comparison of x and y show s who is winning the qu een-worker
conflict (ie.• whose interests arc more nearl y satisfied ). It is not expected that an individual
sho uld prefer that her own colony's investment ratio be x, where y oF x. Rather if she perceives
or expects tha t th e population invests disproportionately in o ne sex (from her point of view),
she should prefer that her colony invest exclusively in the o ther sex. For this reason, if y =
0.5, xA = 0.3, xB = 0.4 , and x C = 0.6 , for example, no co nflict exists between classes A and
B. Each wants th e col on y to produce queen s. On the o ther hand , eac h of the se is in sharp
conflict with class C, which wants the colony to produce males. From C s point of view, females are devalued by this low value of y relative to x. The important point, not sufficiently
stressed in the past, is that work ers and queens are not una void ably in co nflict, even if their
x values urrrer widely. It is onl y when y falls between their x values tha t there is a basis lor
conflict. At th e same time, it is this same conflict that should perpetuate itself by holding y
at an in term ediate value. Colonie s that produce on e sex exclusively in a given season arc well
known in ant s (Wheeler 1910, Oster and Wilson 1978, Herbers 1979) and illustr ate the need
for large samples to determine y . Wheeler interpreted this as a device for outbreeding, analogou s
to dio ecy or self-incompatib ility in flowerin g plants.
The preferr ed ratio of investm ent of any class in a population at equilibrium is equ al to:

x

GM RSM

GF' RSF ' where

GM is the average relatedness of th at class to the colony's male brood , GF is it s average relatedness to queen brood, RSM is the expected reproductive success of a male, and RSF tha t of the
que en. Like most autho rs, Trivcrs and Hare use the coefficient r rather than G. See Parnilo
and Crozier (19 82) for a discu ssion of the variou s coe fficients and reasons fo r preferring G.
Trivers and Hare use dry weight as an inde x of individual co st, so that the population's ra tio
of investment is equal to :
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y • total dry weight of males produced
total d ry weight o f qu eens pro duced
Under the assumptions th at mating is not significan tly nonrand om and inbreeding is insignifIcant, G values for queens and workers arc given in Fig. 2.

3 -p
and RSF
4

• - -

,
= -3 +p
8-

so tha t th e repr od uctive success rati o is:

RSM
RSF

= 2( 3 - p)

3 +p

where p is the frac tion o f male eggs which comes fro m th e qu een, and Pe is a measure of th e
num ber of males wit h which th e quee n has mated. Th is ratio does no t vary for different classes
within a colon y.
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